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* * * LIMITED TIME OFFER 2.99$ INSTEAD OF 4.99$ * * * Crowdfunding - 2016 EditionHow to

Raise Money for Your Startup and Other Projects!Known as the process of raising monetary

contributions to fund a certain venture or project, mostly done in internet-mediated registries,

crowdfunding really has raised the curiosity of many over the past few years as a form of alternative

financing.Now, if you have a certain project or startup that you want to bring to life,

wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t you want to know how to make it happen, too? Well, in that case, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve

come to the right place! This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to start your own

crowdfunding project,from how to start to various tips and strategies that you can keep in mind, and

even to a background about crowdfunding.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll learn it all right here.Read this book now

to learn more and make your projects come to life!  What You Are Going To LearnWhat

Crowdfunding Really MeansThe Crowdfunding ModelBenefits of CrowdfundingSignificant

CampaignsCrowdfunding on KickstarterCrowdfunding on IndiegogoCrowdfunding on

RockethubCrowdfunding on GoFundMeCrowdfunding on RazooCrowdfunding on

CrowdriseCrowdfunding on PledgeMusicCrowdfunding on SellabandCrowdfunding on

AppBackrCrowdfunding on CrowdfunderCrowdfunding TipsWhat to Avoid When

Crowdfunding...And Much More!Crowdfunding: How to Raise Money for Your Startup and Other

Projects!* * * DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAY * * *
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I thoroughly enjoyed the book and have already started working on my own crowdfunding project

along the lines of what the author suggests, and I am encouraged by the early results. There are

many tools to get money, but sometimes maybe you should even ask questions of yourself if the

underlying investment deserves financing in the first place. The book is suitable for anyone looking

to grow their business, start a new business, attract money. A real eye opener for anyone starting

up or looking to grow a business.

While offering valuable information and tips for a crowd funding campaign, this book loses its appeal

to smaller or single person campaigns. As with many of the crowd funding books, it would take a

large dedicated staff and budget to complete this plan. Still many of the suggestions and tips are

important for any size campaign. Don't think this is going to be the Bible on crowd fubnding but do

include it in your reading.

I have always been curious about crowdfunding but I never really saw a step by step procedure on

how I could go about it if I were to raise funds myself. From reading this book, I became not only

more informed but also motivated to try starting a campaign soon. The layout of the book is clear.

The samples are also ultra-helpful and inspiring as well. Everything is detailed. Setting is up is not

as quick as I imagined it to be, but now I understand better that preparation of content will help a

crowdfunding campaign a lot.

I knew what is crowd funding but did not knew about the depth of crowdfunding earlier.This Book

narrates about what is crowd funding,History of crowd funding,Types of crowdfunding like

campaigns,Benefits of crowdfunding,crowdfunding on kick-starter.There are several way You can

actually raise the fund like through a site

rockethub,GoFundMe,Razoo,Crowdrise,Pledgeusic,Sellaband,AppBackr,crowdfunder.This book

has a separate section for crowdfunding tips and what to avoid during crowdfunding.



A well formulated book, the author really breaks down the steps and it goes right into the point. The

advice given in this book is aimed at people looking to prepare their business and products for

investors and crowd-funders, but it applies to any business and the detailed self-examination that is

required to prepare for investment consideration can benefit any business!

A book that provides a comprehensive overview on strategies and techniques to maximize the

likelihood of getting crow funding for you business. the book provides great insight into the mind of

investors and gives you a clear understanding of their expectations. I found this book to be

extremely useful!

For those of you who want to do crowd funding, this book you will find very help, and a great place

to start!
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